MaxiForce Fixed Bollards

are the perfect complement to our Collapsible, Removable and Concealable bollard lines. The design of an optimal traffic control point often requires a mixture of different bollard types. Hence, the MaxiForce Fixed Bollards are designed and manufactured to match the aesthetics of our other units. This insures that designers have the ability to create a uniform appearance at all passage and roadways. MaxiForce Fixed Bollards can also be used where permanent traffic control is required. The removable tops also allow these units to be filled with concrete to increase their weight and strength while maintaining a finished appearance.

Features:
- Design matches Operable Bollards
- Concrete Reinforceable
- Installs easily
- Accepts Five different Head Styles
- Available in over 80 Colors & Finishes

INSTALLATION

Standard Fixed Installation
MaxiForceFixed Bollards are produced as single, factory complete units that are delivered completely assembled. The Fixed bollards are installed directly into the ground without the need for a mounting base. Each Fixed bollard is fabricated with a 50 inch overall length and designed for installation at 32 inches above grade and 18 inches below grade.

Concrete Reinforced Installation
MaxiForce Fixed Bollards are shipped with their decorative head choice factory installed. They are, however, removable thereby allowing the units to be concrete filled for additional weight and strength. Once filled, the bollard heads can be reinstalled, hiding the concrete and restoring the bollard’s original aesthetics.

HEAD STYLES

The MaxiForce line of bollards has several style options, including the choice of various head styles that mount on the bollard bodies. All bollard heads are removable and interchangeable. The MaxiForce Fixed line of bollards offers two head styles for the round body bollards and three head styles for the standard body bollards as shown. All heads attach to the body with two screws.

BASE TYPES

MaxiForce Fixed Bollards do not require the use of bases for installation purposes. The MaxiForce Fixed Bollards are installed directly into the ground.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

- Commercial Buildings
- School Grounds
- Parking Areas
- College Campuses
- Military Installations
- Playgrounds & Parks
- Malls & Shopping Centers
- Residential Subdivisions
- Ball Parks & Stadiums
- Apartment Complexes
- Biking Trails
- Pedestrian Walkways
- City Downtown Areas
- Playgrounds
- Government Facilities